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High-energy Radiation from Thunderstorms

Top question: what is the role of energetic particles from thunderstorms on geospace?

Credit: ESO/L. Calçada

(and beyond)



The Milky Way with super-human eyes

http://www.chromoscope.net/

Credit: NASA GSFC - https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/mwmw/mmw_images.html

http://www.chromoscope.net/


The variable gamma-ray sky: Gamma-Ray Bursts

Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/3702



GRB follow-up: The GRB Coordinates Network (GCN)

Gredits: NASA GSFC https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/


GRB200415A

 https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_arch_old145.html

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_arch_old145.html


What is a magnetar?

• A young neutron star (<105 y) with
typically long spin periods >2 s

• Powered by a very strong magnetic
field >1014 G

• ~23 magnetars in our galaxy and 
the Large Magellanic Cloud

• Magnetic energy powers recurrent
burst activity in X-rays – g-rays

• Occasionally: emission of giant
flares in X-rays – g-rays (3 detected so 
far)



Magnetar’s giant flares

27 Dec 2004 – Palmer et al., Nature (2005)

05 Mar 1979 – Cline et al., ApJ (1980) 27 Aug 1998 – Hurley et al., Nature (1999)

Quasi periodic
oscillations (QPO)
in the tail

84 Hz

92.5 Hz



Magnetar’s giant flares: the main peak

27 Dec 2004 – Palmer et al., Nature (2005)

• Note the scale in time and count
rate!

• The main peak is saturated because
of instrumental effects: the flux is 
so high that the instrument cannot
detect all photons



ASIM is here!



• MXGS (The Modular X- and Gamma-ray Sensor)

– low-energy detector (LED)

– high-energy detector (HED)

• MMIA (The Modular Multispectral Imaging Array)

– three photometers

– two cameras

• The instruments view towards the nadir

MXGS

MMIA

The Atmosphere Space Interactions Monitor (ASIM) 

Neubert et al., Sp. Sci. Rev. (2019): the mission
Østgaard et al., Sp. Sci. Rev. (2019): MXGS
Chanrion et al., Sp. Sci. Rev. (2019): MMIA

Key points: 
• very high degree of spatial segmentation
• Careful accounting for dead-time and pile-up



MXGS – Modular X- Gamma-ray Sensor

300keV- above 30MeV, <1 us

50-400 keV, 1.4 us

HED (High-Energy Detector)
• 12 independent BGO scintillating crystals
• 4 independent readout chains (DAU)
• 28 ns time-tagging accuracy
• 550 ns dead time / detector

LED (Low-Energy Detector)
• 16k CZT pixels with XA ASIC readout (128 ASICs)
• 4 independent readout chains (DAU)
• 1 ms time-tagging accuracy
• 1.4 ms dead time / ASIC
• Multi-hit collection for simultaneous hits in same chain (8 ASICs)



ASIM main target: Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGF)

1. TGFs are short
Average duration ~0.1 ms

2. TGFs are energetic
Average energy ~MeV, single photon energy 
up to tens of MeV

3. TGFs are associated with lightning

4. TGFs are produced near thundercloud tops

5. TGFs are bright – have very high fluxes
At least ~1017 energetic electrons in <0.1ms Fishman et al.,  1994



How do a TGF look like?

Neubert et al., 2019, Science



The transient high-energy universe (including Earth)

Soderberg+2009

GRBs1 solar mass ~ 1054 erg / 1 sec

10-5 10-4 10-3

1025

1020

1015TGFs

1 MJ = 1

1 MJ / 10-4 s = 10 GW = 1017 erg / s

Giant Flares 
much less 
energetic than
GRBs, but much
closer



ASIM view of the giant flare from the Scuptor galaxy

11 million light years

Castro-Tirado et al. 2021



A closer look...

Main peak

Time structure?   Spectral evolution? Castro-Tirado et al. 2021



Spectral evolution: anathomy of the emission

Precursor 0 – 0.8 ms
Thermal fireball

Peak 0.8 – 3.2 ms
Acceleration to 
higher energies

Decay 3.2 – 8 ms
Further higher
energies, but flux
decreasing

Tail 8 – 160 ms
Decreasing in 
energies and flux, 
the thermal fireball
emerges again

Castro-Tirado et al. 2021

Scenario:

• Magnetic reconnection event

• Boost at higher energies by 
plasma interaction with the
ultra-strong magnetic field



Time variability: insights into the source

Castro-Tirado et al. 2021

2156 Hz Quasi Periodic Oscillation (QPO)

First harmonic
(twice the frequency)

Two physical scenarios:
• Magnetospheric instabilities close to the surface
• Magneto-elastic oscillations in the crust



Why ASIM?

High flux region:
Peak is heavily suppressed
in Fermi-GBM BGO

Low flux region:
Count rates comparable

High flux region:
Peak is heavily suppressed
in Fermi-GBM NaI

Swift is not significanlty affected by 
saturation: comparable light curves



A great scientific achievement...

• First evidence of quasi periodic oscillations in the peak phase of a Giant
Magnetar Flare

• Results published in the prestigious journal Nature, Dec 2021

• Results made possible by the peculiar architecture of the instrument, very
tolerant to high cout rate

• More than one year of work by several members of BCSS HRT group

• Build up of a large international collaboration with lead scientists in GRB 
science

• Establish ASIM as a key player outside its design scope



... and a successful public outreach story!

https://birkeland.uib.no/media-news-about-the-new-
asim-observations/

> 600 media outlet in international media
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https://birkeland.uib.no/media-news-about-the-new-asim-observations/
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/objects/heapow/archive/transients/grb200415_asim.html


The discovery of GRBs and TGFs

Vela satellites '70-'80

looking down to Earth...

GRB

BATSE onboard CGRO 1991 – 2000

looking up                      to space...

TGF

?



Expect the unexpected...

TGF

Expected by design

Short GRB‘Kind of’ expected

Unexpected: discovery!

Giant magnetar flare

ASIM



Up for more discoveries...

Watching the earth
since June 2018

Watching the sky 
since Jan. 2022


